The 2003 Mexican Migration Mosaic built upon the work begun by the 1998 Mexican Mosaic. Dickinson students and faculty in the Mexican Migration Mosaic worked with communities in Adams County, Pennsylvania and Peribán in Michoacán, Mexico. These communities, which lie on opposite ends of the continent, stand connected through family, work and circular migration. Participating in intensive fieldwork, students came to better understand the living and labor conditions, the economy and culture, and the lives of people in both regions. They also had the opportunity to pick apples in the Adams County orchards, visit migrant worker camps, teach ESL in school classes and after-school programs, work with the health clinics, and interview growers and advocacy groups in Adams County. In Peribán, students were involved in ethnographic fieldwork and interviewing families of migrant workers and people who have settled in Adams County.

Adams County has long been a productive fruit growing region of the United States. Local growers of apples, peaches, pears and other orchard fruits have historically depended upon migrant laborers to cheaply and efficiently harvest their crops. Workers come from Mexico, as well as Puerto Rico, Guatemala and Haiti to assist in the harvesting and processing sectors of the fruit industry. Some workers are seasonal while others have chosen to settle in this South-Central region of Pennsylvania. By tracking where money orders were sent, the 1998 Mosaic discovered that the majority of the Mexicans living in York Springs, Pennsylvania came from Peribán in the highlands of Michoacán, México. After the harvest season had ended, the group left the apple orchards of Adams County for the avocado orchards of Peribán and spent the month of November doing ethnographic field work and conducting oral history interviews. By the end of fall 2003, they had conducted some 87 video and audio-taped interviews, many of which were then transcribed.

The collection is divided into 4 series. Series 1 consists of 68 interview transcripts, typed accounts of Mexican Mosaic interviews conducted by various interviewers. Some folders contain copies of transcripts. Series 2 consists of 4 student papers. Series 3 contains 2 folders of course materials, including project description and consent forms.
Series 4 consists of corresponding media: 81 audio cassette tapes, 46 video tapes and 65 DV tapes.

COLLECTION INVENTORY
SERIES 1 – INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTS
SERIES INVENTORY

1.1 Lizeth Rivera Aguilar, interviewed by Mara Waldhorn. 11/12/2003. (In English) [Tape CTX00338, DVX00001, VHS00001]
1.2 Carmen Rivera Aguilar, interviewed by Mara Waldhorn. 11/11/2003. (In English) [Tape CTX00338, DVX00001, VHS00001]
1.3 Anabel Andrade Espinosa, interviewed by Mara Waldhorn. 11/9/2003. (In Spanish/English) [Tape CTX00400, DVX00002, VHS00002]
1.4 Alfredo Avalos Sanchez, interviewed by Lisa Hohl. 11/12/2003. (In Spanish) [Tape CTX00340]
1.5 Andres Avalos Sanchez, interviewed by Lisa Hohl. 11/9/2003. (In Spanish) [Tape CTX00341]
1.6 Jorge Nicolas Barajas Alcaraz, interviewed by Lauren Smith. 11/18/2003. (In English) [Tape CTX00393, DVX00003, VHS00029]
1.7 Margarita Avalos Esquivel, interviewed by Lisa Hohl. 11/7/2003. (In Spanish) [Tape CTX00342]
1.8 Suzanne Benchoff, interviewed by Kirstin Berg. 11/6/2003. (In English) [Tape CTX00349]
1.9 Rafael Avalos Sanchez, interviewed by Lisa Hohl. 11/9/2003. (In Spanish) [Tape CTX00344]
1.10 Javier Esquivel Sanchez, interviewed by Mike Henry. 11/15/2003. (In Spanish) [Tape CTX00352, DVX00008, VHS00007]
1.11 Michael Benitez, interviewed by Amanda Crowley. 11/7/2003. (In English) [Tape CTX00350]
1.12 Edgar Gonzalez, interviewed by Mike Henry. 11/6/2003. (In English) [Tape CTX00364, DVX00019, VHS00015]
1.13 Rafael Blanco Estrada, interviewed by Robert Shaw. 11/17/2003. (In Spanish) [Tape CTX00398, DVX00004, VHS00003]
1.14 Mayra Beatriz Caballero Mejia, interviewed by Mara Waldhorn. 11/18/2003. (In English)

1.15 Maria de los Angeles Caballero Arroyo, interviewed by Hailie Furrow. 11/18/2003. (In Spanish)

1.16 Jesus Chavez Rosas, interviewed by Robert Shaw. 11/17/2003. (In Spanish) [Tape CTX00351, DVX00005, VHS00004]

1.17 Helen Delano, interviewed by Mike Henry. 10/23/2003. (In English) [Tape CTX00399, DVX00006, VHS00005]

1.18 Sylvia Maria Espinoza, interviewed by Lauren Smith. 11/3/2003. (In English/Spanish) [Tape CTX00393, DVX00003, VHS00029]

1.19 Maria Guadalupe Esquivel Morales, interviewed by Hailie Furrow. 11/11/2003. (In Spanish) [Tape CTX00353, DVX0009, VHS00008]

1.20 Isreal Robel Estrada, Jose Navarro and Rafael Farez Garcia, interviewed by Robert Shaw. 11/12/2003. (In Spanish) [Tape CTX00401, 402, DVX00013-14, VHS00011]

1.21 Erika Elizabeth Fernandez Magaña, interviewed by Lauren Smith. 11/12/2003. (In English/some Spanish) [Tape CTX00357, DVX00015, VHS00012]

1.22 Jesus Gallegos Ramos, interviewed by Margorie Hatch. 10/23/2003. (In Spanish)

1.23 Erika Grace Gallegos Avalos, interviewed by Lauren Smith. 10/24/2003. (In English) [Tape CTX00359, DVX00016, VHS00013]

1.24 Carmen Garcia, interviewed by Hailie Furrow. 11/10/2003. (In Spanish) [Tape CTX00363]

1.25 Raul Garcia, interviewed by Jillian Smith. 11/4/2003. (In English) [Tape CTX00362]

1.26 Fernando Guilen Franco, interviewed by Robert Shaw. 11/10/2003. (In Spanish) [Tape CTX00395, DVX00020, VHS00003]

1.27 Marcia Kile, interviewed by Jennifer Portillo. 11/14/2003. (In English) [Tape CTX00366]; and Judith Leslie, interviewed by Laura Michel. 11/6/2003. (In English) [Tape CTX00367]

1.28 Jim Lott, interviewed by Kirstin Berg. 11/11/2003. (In English) [Tape CTX00368]
1.29 Robert Morrill, interviewed by Jennifer Portillo. 11/10/2003. (In English) [Tape CTX00374]
1.30 Juliana Lua, interviewed by Margorie Hatch. 11/11/2003. (In English) [Tape CTX00397, DVX00022, VHS00017]
1.31 Gabriel Mejia, interviewed by Sarah Hiller. 11/18/2003. (In English/Spanish) [Tape CTX00370, DVX00023, VHS00018]
1.32 Abraham Naranja Mejia, interviewed by Mike Henry. 11/18/2003. (In English)
1.33 Larry Norton, interviewed by Kirstin Berg. 10/28/2003. (In English) [Tape CTX00378]
1.34 Thomas Oyler, Jr., interviewed by Kirstin Berg. 11/10/2003. (In English) [Tape CTX00379]
1.35 Miguel Nepita, interviewed by Mara Waldhorn. 11/10/2003. (In English) [Tape CTX00376, DVX00026, VHS00021]
1.36 Candido Perez Maldonado, interviewed by Sarah Hiller. 10/23/2003. (In Spanish)
1.37 Guadalupe Polido Medina, interviewed by Hailie Furrow. 11/13/2003. (In Spanish) [Tape CTX00381]
1.38 Noel Potter, Jr., interviewed by Shana Van Waldenhorn. 10/23/2003. (In English) [Tape CTX00399, DVX00006, VHS00005]
1.39 Rogelio Pedraza, interviewed by Marcelo Borges. 11/7/2003. (In Spanish/English) [Tape CTX00380, DVX00028-29, VHS00023]
1.40 Mrs. Reichley, interviewed by Jennifer Portillo. 10/23/2003. (In English)
1.41 Jose Raez, interviewed by Jillian Smith. 11/6/2003. (In English) [Tape CTX00384]
1.42 Zugey Ruelas, interviewed by Meg Pillagalli. 11/11/2003. (In English) [Tape CTX00386]
1.43 Timothy Sadler, interviewed by Lisa Hohl. 10/20/2003. (In English) [Tape CTX00387]
1.44 Miguel Salazar, interviewed by Jillian Smith. 11/3/2003. (In English) [Tape CTX00388]
1.45 Maria Guadalupe Sanchez Caballero, interviewed by Robert Shaw. 11/18/2003. (In Spanish) [Tape CTX00389, DVX00033, VHS00026]
Guillermo Sandoval, interviewed by Jillian Smith. 11/5/2003. (In English) [Tape CTX00390]

Roberto Umbaldo Reyes Revelo, interviewed by Robert Shaw. 11/17/2003. (In Spanish) [Tape CTX00403, DVX00007, VHS00006]

Antonio Rivera, interviewed by Mara Waldhorn. 11/11/2003. (In English) [Tape CTX00338, DVX00001, VHS00001]

Nancy Smith, interviewed by Andrea Alexander. 11/12/2003. (In English) [Tape CTX00394, DVX00034, VHS00027]

Colin Snyder, interviewed by Andrea Alexander. 11/12/2003. (In English) [Tape CTX00394, DVX00034, VHS00027]

Lauren Thomas, interviewed by Meg Pillagalli. 11/12/2003. (In English)

Irvin Urbina, interviewed by Mara Waldhorn. 10/23/2003. (In English) [Tape CTX00412, DVX00039, VHS00033]

Claudia Zepeda, interviewed by Mara Waldhorn. 10/23/2003. (In English) [Tape CTX00412, DVX00039, VHS00033]

Virginia, interviewed by Robert Shaw. 11/1/2003. (In Spanish) [Tape CTX00396, DVX00035, VHS00028]

Mark Rice, interviewed by Amanda Crowley. 11/3/2003. (In English) [Tape CTX00385, DVX00032, VHS00025]

Martha Ortiz, interviewed by Andrea Alexander. 11/11/2003. (In English) [Tape DVX00064]

Colleen Seese, interviewed by John Bloom. 2/7/2001. (In English) [No Tape]

Joseph Haggler III, interviewed by John Bloom. 2/20/2001. (In English) [Tape CTX00406]

Remigia Sandoval, interviewed by John Bloom (In English) [Tape CTX00405]

Mildred Jones, interviewed by John Bloom. 2/19/2001. (In English) [Tape CTX00404]

Alejandrina Colon, interviewed by John Bloom. 2/20/2001. (In English) [Tape CTX00409]

Parker Coble, interviewed by John Bloom. 2/13/2001. (In English) [Tape CTX00407-408]
1.63 Ana Maria Ortiz G., interviewed by Margie Hatch. Nov. 11, 2003
1.64 Padre Jesús Reyes, interviewed by Margie Hatch. Nov. 18, 2003
   (Interview summary and notes)
1.67 Migrant Worker at R & L Orchards, interviewed by JoAnna N. Sullivan. Nov. 3, 2003

SERIES 2 – STUDENT PAPERS
SERIES INVENTORY

2.3 Linda Principato “Bilingual Education” (Mosaic Final, Rough Draft) – Dec. 12, 2003
2.4 Linda Principato “Bilingual Education and Language Acquisition”, A Photographic Essay – Fall 2003

SERIES 3 – COURSE MATERIALS
SERIES INVENTORY

3.1 Program Description
3.2 Consent Forms

SERIES 4 – MEDIA
SERIES INVENTORY

AUDIO CASSETTE TAPES

Bernardo Lua Garcia – 0/20/2003.
Miguel Nepita, interviewed by Mara Waldhorn. 11/10/2003.
Thomas Oyler, Jr., interviewed by Kirstin Berg. 11/10/2003

Timothy Sadler, interviewed by Lisa Hohl. 10/20/2003.


Maria Guadalupe Sanchez Caballero, interviewed by Robert Shaw. 11/18/2003.


Blanca Gallegos, interviewed by Lisa Hohl. 10/21/2003. [1]


Nancy Smith, interviewed by Andrea Alexander; Colin Snyder, interviewed by Andrea Alexander. 11/12/2003.

Fernando Guilen Franco, interviewed by Robert Shaw. 11/10/2003.


Remigia Sandoval, interviewed by John Bloom


Parker Coble, interviewed by John Bloom. 2/13/2001. [1]


Event

Event


Event, Susan Rose.

Event, Susan Rose.

Event

Event

Event


John F. Peters – Mar. 8, 2001 (Adams Co. Orchard, Migrant Farm Labor. In English)

Victor Yarnell – Mar. 29, 2001 (In English)
CTX00898: Adam and Mauricio – Jul. 27, 2003
CTX00899: Abel
CTX00900: Lola
CTX00901: Elias [Tape 1]
CTX00902: Elias [Tape 2]
CTX00903: Padre Raul (sermon)
CTX00904: Periodistas – Dec. 11, 2003

VIDEO TAPES

VHS00007: Javier Esquivel Sanchez, interviewed by Mike Henry. 11/15/2003.
VHS00019: Maria de los Angeles Mejia Salcedo, interviewed by Hailie Furrow. 11/11/2003.
VHS00026: Maria Guadalupe Sanchez Caballero, interviewed by Robert Shaw. 11/18/2003.
VHS00027: Nancy Smith, interviewed by Andrea Alexander. 11/12/2003; Colin Snyder, interviewed by Andrea Alexander. 11/12/2003.
VHS00030: Event [1]
VHS00031: Event [2]
VHS00032: Event
VHS00034: Event
VHS00035: Event, Susan Rose.
VHS00036: Event, Susan Rose. [1]
VHS00037: Event, Susan Rose. [2]
VHS00038: Event
VHS00039: Event [1]
VHS00040: Event [2]
VHS00041: Event [3]
***
VHS00057: Event
VHS00058: Event
VHS00060: Event
***
VHS00242: Parker Coble

DV TAPES

DVX00008: Javier Esquivel Sanchez, interviewed by Mike Henry. 11/15/2003.
DVX00024: Maria de los Angeles Mejia Salcedo, interviewed by Hailie Furrow. 11/11/2003.
DVX00033: Maria Guadalupe Sanchez Caballero, interviewed by Robert Shaw. 11/18/2003.
DVX00034: Nancy Smith, interviewed by Andrea Alexander. 11/12/2003; Colin Snyder, interviewed by Andrea Alexander. 11/12/2003.
DVX00036: Event [1]
DVX00037: Event [2]
DVX00038: Jose and Cristian, interviewed by Sarah Hiller. 10/23/2003; Event
DVX00040: Event
DVX00041: Event, Susan Rose.
This collection register was prepared by Jessica Bylander, Feb. 2006.